
Kwik Kopy Central City  
Customer Testimonials

What our customers are saying about us...



Introduction

At Kwik Kopy, our clients inspire us everyday to go above and beyond to find 
solutions that help them succeed in their business. From reliable business printing, 
poster and banner printing, creative graphic design or innovative online solutions, 
we can help you achieve your current and future business goals.

We regularly seek feedback from our customers and love to hear how we helped, 
and even where we could improve. These are some of the comments and reviews we 
received from customers over the last few years.

We have a long and thorough background in meeting the needs of Small to Medium 
businesses. For more information about our products or services and how we can 
help, talk to us today.
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We have all our company stationary printed at the PItt St branch. We appreciate teh flexibility & 
timely delivery of the orders.

 Kwik Kopy Central city customer  

14/02/2020Caroline is always happy to help

Kwik Kopy always deliver good quality printing and they do so with a really fast turn around. 
Brijesh always turns our printing around in a short time frame.

 Kwik Kopy Central city customer  - Consultant

15/01/2020Great quality and fast service

Always very quick service from Brijesh + good quality.

 Kwik Kopy Central city customer  

15/01/2020Quick turnaround

great team to work with. products and quality are great.

 Sheiryll  - Office Manager

14/12/2019fast delivery

Kwik Kopy Central City

I visited Kwik Kopy late December with a job and as always the staff 
were very helpful and did the job in a very timely manner,

 Gabb  - Business Manager

13/01/2020Great service“ ”
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I had events coming up and as usual get last minute requests for printing. I contacted Kwik Kopy 
Central City about this & the people I worked with were really good in quoting, printing from 
what files I had, and discussing where the printing needed to go. When someone was away, 
another stepped in to help move the project along. The only thing that wasn’t perfect was the 
collating (it was collated when I didn’t want it to be) but that was easy to fix. Will definitely use 
KK again for my printing requirements.

 Gabrielle  - Snr Field Marketing Manager Apac

13/12/2019Quite responsive!

Kwik Kopy have provided our business with quality support and services always on time and with 
excellent client service - their commitment to ensuring they understand our needs as a business 
has always been a core element of their service and our satisfaction in results.

 Kwik Kopy Central city customer  - Head Of Marketing

14/11/2019
Always Understand our Business and our Ob-
jectives

Dealing with Caroline and the team is always a pleasure, they’re responsive,professional and my 
jobs are always on time - its just so easy.

 Brenda66  - Office Manager

13/11/2019Great Service once again!

They always deliver on time and are happy to come up with solutions where necessary

 FEvans  - Marketing

13/11/2019Very reliable with great delivery times

Brijesh is always helpful and gets the job done quickly and professionally.

 Kwik Kopy Central city customer  - Executive Assistant

13/11/2019Brijesh is fantastic!
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Friendly professional staff and great to deal with.

 LucilleK  

13/11/2019Quick and efficient service

I am often requesting a last minute order and Julie always works with me to make this happen 
without any fuss. It is really helpful!

 BonnieC  - Senior Marketing And Account Manger

8/10/2019Julie is always so prompt and helpful!

Good service with quick turn aroundCompetitive pricing

 Alan  - Marketing

10/09/2019Good service

Provided a quick turnaround on several jobs as needed which was great.

 Hugh  - Director

10/09/2019Great service

I order through our Account Manager and had the items by the end of the week.

 Mel11  - Office Administrator

20/08/2019Fast turnaround and delivery
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I sent an email to Brijesh uploaded the file and the cards were done in time to meet our deadline.

 Liliana  - Events Manager

15/08/2019Zurich A5 competition cards

I have been using Kwik Kopy Central City for over 5 years now and, while my clients initially have 
preferred printers, they always end up switching over to Julie & team for the quality, value & 
service.

 Content Unicorn  - Director

10/07/2019
Always raising the bar in print quality & ser-
vice

Amazing turn-around time. Amazing service quality.

 Veebee  

10/07/2019Ms. Li

Fast service, friendly team and great product range.

 Elly  - Personal Assistant

10/07/2019Fast service

I always send some impossible last minute requests to Caroline Gill 
at the Kwik Kopy at Pitt street Sydney. She always stands up to the 
challenge. The quality of wok she delivers is always outstanding. She 
always find some solutions when I am stuck with a print job.

 Nathalie2000  - Executive Assistant Office Manager

10/07/2019Great  customer service“ ”
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I had to do several last minute projects last month and needed many items delivered the 
following day and one of the staff members managed to help me get quotes, finalised artwork 
and everything else complete super efficiently! When the products arrived, they were of good 
quality and my managers were happy with the results. Pricing is also economical which is why 
we always choose Kwik Kopy over any other print company.I did have a lot of questions though 
and the staff member couldn’t answer all of them and seemed a little confused with some of the 
questions I was asking. Perhaps more training could be put in place for knowledge on product/
material etc.? And what it can and can’t be placed e.g. if the product was sticky, could I put it 
on certain surfaces or not? Wear and tear? Longevity of product if it was in certain weather 
conditions?Also, staff members should answer the phones with a greeting, Kwik Kopy [location], 
and their name. I didn’t like having to keep questioning if it was the same staff member I’d called 
last time. Other that that, the gentleman who assisted me was very good and I’ll always go back 
directly to him for help!

 Ivy2319  - Sales & Marketing Coordinator

10/07/2019Efficient and quality products

I’ve been using Kwik Kopy for my office and project needs. They are so quick to deliver and I’m 
able to even ship some products to client events on the date order was made.

 Yzzyclaire  - Marketing And Events Coordinator

10/07/2019
Great quality products and service, fast deliv-
ery

We recently had placecards etc printed for our staff ball and they were fantastic.

 Crawfie49  - Executive Assistant

10/07/2019Professional service and quality of work

Quotes are received promptly and lead time expectations are also outlined.Julie is very 
professional yet approachable. I work with several printers around the states and in many cases 
end up using the Sydney location and shipping because of the prompt service, competitive pricing 
and quality of product.

 Secura  - Marketing Manager

12/06/2019Great Service and Prompt Delivery
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Fast and easy transaction every time.  I just email my requirement and the job is done.

 EStark  - Office Manager

14/05/2019Business Cards

We often ask Kwik Kopy to turnaround small digital jobs and they do it with professionalism and 
are quick.

 Pouncer  

16/04/2019Super quick and reliable

Always a pleasure dealing with Kwik Kopy. Staff are patient, lovely, easy-going and very helpful.

 James thomas  - Project Officer

10/04/2019Great, quick and easy-going.

I regularly send some printing requests to the Pitt street Kwik Copy to Caroline Gill. She is very 
efficient and get things done. She also offers a awesome customer service experience: always 
friendly and greets me with a smile even on a rainy day!

 Natc2c  - Executive Assistant

10/04/2019Professional and reliable

Have moved to Kwik Kopy for their excellent customer service and reliable turn around time.

 BrandRW  - Marketing Support Coordinator

10/04/2019Great customer service

We have recently experienced a loss of a staff member in the creative area. I am EXTREMELY 
appreciative that Julie has gone out of her way to support us. Nothing is ever a problem and 
items are turned around really quickly and ALWAYS at a high standard.

 Noycey  - General Manager

14/05/2019OUTSTANDING SERVICE
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Great customer services. Nothing is ever too much trouble. Always competitive in price and fast 
turn-arounds

 AbiNorth  - General Manager, Marketing

10/04/2019All round great customer service

I have been a customer of Kwik Kopy for almost a year and most of the time Julie Lyons helped 
me with my orders. She has been greatly helpful, especially when it comes to urgent orders. She 
understands my need and never makes me disappointed. I always come to Julie when it comes to 
printing documents, banners or signages, etc.

 PhoebeV  - Account Manager

13/03/2019Kwik Kopy always make me so happy!

We have some a2 size copies which need to be produced quickly.  Kwik Kopy can provide this 
services with a short notice.

 Kwik Kopy Central city customer  - Senior Project Engineer

13/03/2019Quick services

I’ve always had fast response and great service from KK central city.

 Lornsmh  - Senior Consular Officer

13/02/2019Great service as always

Caroline Gill at Kwik Kopy Central City takes care of all our printing needs. She is efficient, timely 
and reliable. Dealing with her is so easy and the results are always perfect.

 Bailey7  - Partner

13/02/2019Fantastic & Reliable Customer Service
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Got a quote for printing and binding and had this actioned quite kwikly which was great as we 
were on a tight deadline.

 April  - Studio Manager

11/02/2019Make Architects Printing & Binding

The team are always so helpful and very responsive.

 Mikee Collins  - Group GM

13/02/2019Great service!!

I visited Kwik Kopy to have some emergency/interim business cards printed... I was given several 
different options and ideas to consider, that would work best within my time frame. Great advice. 
I also have event collateral printed that regularly needs a short turnaround... always delivered on 
time and top quality, never a problem. Makes my life easy!

 Suma  - Art Director

16/01/2019Great advice

I emailed through some business card artwork and got confirmation that I could pick it up the 
very next day. Quick and efficient service.

 Jasmin2000  - Team Assistant

16/01/2019Great turnaround time!

I get all our work business cards made at Kwik Kopy and it’s always been created in a timely 
manner. I’ve also had holiday cards printed at Kwik Kopy and have been very happy with the turn 
around time as well as the quality of the products.

 Louis321  - Office Manager

16/01/2019Great service & products
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Staff are very accomdating and so quick to deliver. Great quality and wide ranges of services that 
you wouldn’t even expect. We get our print, banners and media wall all from the one place KK 
you’re the best.

 Juso  - Manager Member Services

11/12/2018Great service, friendly staff, top quality!

I have tried several printing companies over the years and I keep coming back to Kwik Kopy. The 
quality of print is fantastic. Particularly, the print jobs always match my colours perfectly and 
the finish is high quality (detail matters and Kwik Kopy knows it). Lastly, they have always been 
happy to help and advise when I’ve needed it.

 MarketingMegan  - Marketing Manager

11/12/2018Great printing quality and speed

Ordered company with compliments slip from Kwik Kopy - they were very open to the design 
edits and the finishing product is exactly what I was after.

 Marissa  - Financial Adviser Assistant

11/12/2018Helpful customer service and a great product

We use Kwik Kopy for all our printing needs. Last time we needed place cards for a client event 
with 140 participants. Caroline from Pitt St was very prompt & efficient in getting these done in 
time for us with less than 24 hour notice. Much appreciated!

 Kwik Kopy Central city customer  - OPS Manager

11/12/2018Quick & efficient turn around

My experience with Kwik Kopy has always been a great one. The turnaround time for my jobs has 
always been very quick and they are reasonably priced.

 JenniH  - Executive Assistant/Office Manager

12/11/2018Great and fast service.
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I get all my printing done for my business, everything from our business cards to our menu and 
they always do an excellent and efficient job! Highly recommended!

 Kwik Kopy Central city customer  - Owner Operator

8/10/2018Great service and quick as well!

The team at Kwik Kopy Central City provided me a great service! They understood our exact needs 
and were able to turn around the job, delivered to our door in less than 3 hours!

 Nataly  

9/10/2018Great service and prompt delivery!

Prompt and friendly service and always happy to help.

 MandyCHIROH3  - Marketing

9/10/2018Great service

I woudl like to give a big thank you to Caroline in particular, who has made my business card 
ordering lilfe so much easier, thank you. However there was someone replacing her who wasnt as 
attentive and didnt double check details with me and wasnt very professsional in her approach.

 Sera  - Office Manager

9/10/2018Communication & expectation

Julie and the team at KwikKopy Central City always provide prompt and 
high quality service.  The quality of their work is consistently high and 
they always meet their service commitments.

 Monevans  - Project Manager

9/10/2018Consistently great quality“ ”
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We have been using Kwik Kopy for a few years now and we are very happy with your service. 
Especially this year with our big REBR campaign we needed quick turn arounds and you always 
delivered. Well done.

 Fieke  - Brand Manager

21/08/2018Reliable and quick

Ordered an update of business cards and this was completed efficiently as Caroline at Kwik Kopy 
still had our original templates on file. Easy!

 NatO  - Practice Director

14/08/2018Good service provided by experienced staff.

Really great service at Kwik Kopy, and it’s so quick!

 Lisi  - Marketing Coordinator

14/08/2018Great service and very quick

Caroline Gill has the best turn around. Our orders are always made the next day. She 
accommodates our last minute requests all the time and her communication is impeccable.

 ClaireC  - Office Admin

17/07/2018Caroline is Amazing

I have ordered through Kwik Kopy a few times in the last few months and each time I was super 
happy with the service provided and how quick the production and delivery time was!

 Lisi  - Marketing Coordinator

10/07/2018Awesome, quick and easy!
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I use this location for all of our printing needs, and they always helpful and always have my 
prints done before the deadline. I’ve even made some very last-minute requests and these guys 
save me every time!

 TracyD  - Project Admin

10/07/2018Awesome Team!

We often have requests that come in last minute and dealing with the team at Kwik Kopy is 
always a pleasure. They are helpful, patient and do their very best to meet our needs of quick 
turn around. I would recommend their services to anyone who needs printing!

 CharlotteAllen  - Team Administrator

9/07/2018Quick Turn Around all Done with a Smile :)

They resized our pull up banner and delivered by the agreed deadline. The staff was super friendly 
as usual.  Speedy delivery and great service.

 Rosana  - Marketing Manager

9/07/2018Pull up banner

Had a print job completed 100% remotely.  Record time and great follow-up/service.

 Kwik Kopy Central city customer  - Marketing Manager - Asia Pacific

9/07/2018Efficient service, quality output

I visit Kwik Kopy Central City multiple times a month. The team are always so lovely and easy to 
work with. Extremely quick turn around and competitively priced.

 IsabelleC  - Event Manager

9/07/2018Fantastic team, so patient and efficient!
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Kwik Kopy were extremely responsive and Brijish was great to deal with. Thank you!

 VNatasha  - Client Services Associate

9/07/2018Fantastic service

Julie has been my go-to for years now - we are a small business, but a quick email of “new staff 
member” and cards are on my desk within days.

 Kacad  - Office Manager

2/04/2018Quick, easy no hassle

I contacted Caroline Gill from kwik kopy and she is always pleasant to speak with.

 Sera  - Office Manager

28/03/2018Great service and prompt response

We use Kwik Kopy all the time and Julie Lyons is amazing at sorting our needs.

 Kwik Kopy Central city customer  

28/03/2018Great service all round

Last minute request, same day turnaround, great product... friendly service.

 Tinam  - Office Manager/ EA

28/03/2018Fast and efficient turnaround times
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Brijesh is always helpful and try to get the job done for Urbis as quick as possible.

 Marselle  - Team Admisitrator

28/03/2018Quick response to requests

I constantly send in requests last minutes, and they always deliver on time.

 Dennis  - Digital Marketing Manager

28/03/2018Always very timely

I work mostly with Caroline Gill and she is simply great! Always very swift responses and delivery!

 Margot  - Marketing Manager Anz

26/12/2017Great service and products

I require the same customer support as I provide for my clients--zero defect

 Peterm  - CEO

24/12/2017people are the foundation of a good company

Working with Caroline was amazing. even under such short notice, she 
was able to deliver all materials on time with no hiccups.

 Abdalla  - Consultant

28/03/2018
Great service and amazing time 
managment“ ”
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I ordered some working pads for our company and they were fantastic and arrived so quickly.
Would definitely recommend you to others and I have done so

 Nikki38  - Executive Assistant

24/12/2017Great and fast service

If I want to describe Kwik kopy in three words, it would be like: Excellent, Effective and 
Prominent.

 Ash Islam  - Administrative Assistant

15/12/2017Great, promt service with effectiveness

I normally have our printing at Kwik Kopy. Everytime I have our printing done at Kwik Kopy, I am 
always happy and satisified how they do things and how to deal with people.

 Dom Roque  

14/12/2017Kwik Kopy Printing

The Kwik Kopy Central City team assisted us with a number of urgent printing requirements and 
were excellent and exact in the quality of the materials required and the timely and efficient 
delivery. Very professional.

 Deano  - Director Australasia

14/12/2017Excellent support and timely delivery

I visited Kwik Kopy on Pitt Street, Sydney a month ago as I required some good quality business 
cards printed.  I was given friendly service and received the business cards I required within two 
days.  I am pleased to say that the service was excellent and the product I received was of high 
quality.

 EllieB  - Legal PA

14/12/2017Excellent service and quality produce
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I regularly place orders with Kwik Kopy and have never been disappointed. My orders are always 
delivered promptly, the service is excellent and staff eager to help and please.  No reason to look 
elsewhere.

 Eunice  - Office Manager

14/12/2017Excellent service

Dropped off disk with 50+ A2 size colour building plans that needed printing, they were ready in 
less than 24hours all at a reasonable price.

 Clax  

13/12/2017Quick turnaround

Really quick and professional. Ordered 5000 business cards and they were delivered to my office 
3 hours later.

 Kwik Kopy Central city customer  - Head Of Special OPS

23/10/2017Awesome and quick service every time!

We use Kwik Kopy for our often  last minute printing needs and they are soo helpful. Awesome 
service and fast turnaround.

 Kim Alexander  - Assistant To The CEO

4/09/2017Printing

I really appreciate the knowledgeable staff, their friendly manner and ease of working to short 
deadlines. I rely on them often and they always do great work!

 Sarina  - Graphic Designer

31/07/2017Fast and friendly service!
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Have had a variety of jobs printed already and am happy with the result.

 Clintclint  - Designer

29/07/2017Great service and product

We regularly use Kwik Kopy Central City to print our marketing collateral and receive absolutely 
amazing service every time. Julie always caters to our last minute requests and nothing is too 
difficult or out of the question when it comes to ensuring when get exactly what we need within 
deadline :)

 RachelNine  - Trade Marketing Executive

25/07/2017Absolutely amazing!

Our company prints everything with Kwikcopy. Not only their service is friendly and efficient, 
their products are always in top quality and never disappoints us! Caroline in particular is 
extremely professional and helpful! I would highly recommend Kwikcopy to all friends and 
relatives!

 Salchen  - Gallery Manager Sydney Tower Dining

25/07/2017Prompt delivery and excellent service!

Good afternoon. A month ago I visited kwik Kopy. I have to say that the service was amazing. The 
posters were ready in an hour, the staff behind the counter knew exactly where my goods were 
when I rocked up to get them. It would be great to get a service that delivers the goods to your 
company but maybe it was available I just did not see it when I was booking it. I did not enquire 
about it though.

 MeganMiller  - Personal Assistant

21/06/2017Poster -  Interanl poster printing experience

We use Kwik Kopy multiple times a month and they always deliver on time and with a great 
product! Very grateful for all they do for us!

 Sarah123  - Sales Coordinator

19/06/2017Impeccable Service
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I emailed our Account Manager Julie at 11am to have over a thousand documents printed by the 
end of the day. Not only did Julie rush this job and give me lots of assistance re paper thickness, 
matte or shiny finish (etc), she had the documents printed and hand delivered to my office by 
3pm which was 2 hours earlier than expected. Kwik Kopy central city has quickly become our 
main external printer and your knowledge of the products, quick turnaround times and hand 
delivery is just the best!

 Lazmax  - Business Development Associate

7/06/2017Easy, knowledgeable and quick!

I regularly visit Pitt St, as they are the best by far!

 Kwik Kopy Central city customer  - GM Business Development

7/06/2017Always Great Service

Our company has been working with Kwik Kopy Central City for a slong as we can remeber. We 
regularly deal with Brijesh and often the other helpful colleagues at Kwik Kopy. Not only can we 
always rely on the excellent quality of printing, especially as we have very specific and unique 
requirements for many documents, the team will always go out of their way to help make each 
job special. Recently Brijesh went over and beyond to source a colour of stock to match exactly 
a envelop we wanted to use which made the printing perfect. Kwik Kopy Central City, your team 
is always so wonderful to deal with, the speed, finish and accuracy of your jobs is second to none 
and we always look forward to working with you. Thank you your excellent personalised service!!

 Womo  - Human Resources Manager

7/06/2017Exceptional Experience Always!

Great Service and always very fast delivery, i deal with Julie and she is always a pleasure to speak 
to

 Laurenb  - Operations Manager

7/06/2017Great Service and always very fast delivery
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Visited Kwik Kopy recently was met with a bunch of friendly and helpful persons

 Jane142  - Office Manager

7/06/2017Excellent service and friendly

Our account manager, Caroline, always goes above and beyond the call of duty when her and 
her team are doing work for us. The service is always on time and friendly. Wouldn’t hesitate to 
recommend.

 Emmac  - Talent Manager

7/06/2017above and beyond

The order was process fast and the whole engagement was effortless.Been dealing with Kwik 
Kopy for a long time and the quality of service is always very high.

 HonestOpinion  

7/06/2017Lighting speed of delivery and great quality

Reliable,  quick and outstanding customer service!

 Vik2017  - Administration Assistant

6/06/2017Amazing service

I couldn’t recommend Julie and the team at Kwik Kopy Central City any higher they are my 
number one go to print solution expert, nothings ever a problem and Julies always so helpful 
leading me to always have exceptional printing no matter how small or large the run is.

 Karl M  - Marketing Assistant

2/05/2017Always my number one print solutions team!

I ordered from Kwik Koy Central City and happy with the service

 Pgim  - Office & Facilities Manager

7/06/2017
I ordered from Kwik Koy Central City and 
happy wit
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I placed an urgent order via email, the service was extremely quick and professional.   The cards 
were done and sent to me within 2 business days.

 Yassie  - Office Manager

21/04/2017Great Service and Product

I never been to their office, mostly I contacted over the phone with them. Every time I make the 
order I receive most effective and prompt service from them with 100% accuracy.

 Ash Islam  - Administrative Assistant

26/04/2017Great, promt service with effectiveness

We use them for all of our printing, they are fast efficient and always responsive to our needs. In 
particular I would like to acknowledge Brijesh Modasia who always does his utmost to make out 
printing happen, often with very short notice.

 Jackie27  - Education Coordinator

26/04/2017Fantastic printer

KwikKopy staff have always provided professional advice and met strict deadlines with no errors.

 Koala  - Communications Manager

24/04/2017
Excellent service, wonderful staff, always 
perfect

Always good prompt service, work always done at a high standard.

 Suzie7  - Administrator/Executive PA

24/04/2017Awesome service from Julie

Emailed a request. Brijesh quickly responded and clarified needs. Met deadline for customer need.

 Stacey16  - Client Services Manager

23/04/2017Very responsive
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We submitted a file for printing with little notice and needed urgently. Kwik Kopy got the job 
done in a matter of hours and delivered the finished product to my desk.

 Am1234  - RM

21/04/2017Quick turn around, delivered to my desk

We send every job late with little turn around time, Caroline Gill always delivers no matter what, 
she is great to work with and is always helpful with us. we can call late in the afternoon and 
have the job ready by the morning. super happy.

 Ryan  - Digital Marketing Manager

21/04/2017great

Kwik Kopy Central City on Pitt Street, always have fantastic service, with friendly and 
professional staff on hand. They are great at speedy communication and are attentive to 
detail. They offer a range of consistently high quality products and services. Would absolutely 
recommend to businesses as they are dependable.

 Lizzy  - Receptionist & Team Assistant

21/04/2017Always fantastic service and proffessionalism.

We deal with the team at Kwik Kopy Central City on a weekly basis, often sending through 
last-minute jobs that our clients require printed, bound and supplied within barely-reasonable 
timeframes.The staff at Kwik Kopy have always been exceptionally prompt and polite with 
replying, getting the job underway within a short window of receiving files. Being able to receive 
such exceptional and reliable service on a weekly basis has been an invaluable resource for our 
agency, and one we’ll continue to make use of as we expand into the future. Many thanks for all 
the great work.

 Jeremy P  - Graphic Designer

21/04/2017Fast, friendly and affordable.
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Kwikkopy are realiable, always delivering on their service and promise. They fast and always offer 
a friendly service.

 HKamarinos  - Creative Services Manager

21/04/2017General Requests

I visited KwikKopy last month and I am very happy every time I visit and have some documents 
printed. They are so kind and friendly and all jobs are done on the promised time.

 Dom Roque  - Settlements Officer

3/04/2017Great Service

Kwik Kopy on Pitt street always manage to do such a great job on anything I’ve ordered. They’re 
fast and efficient which is why I keep coming back.

 Rdinkha  - Personal Assistant

31/03/2017Super fast service

Julie has done a fantastic job working with my last minute requests and always delivers an 
excellent result! I also love the K lollies :)

 Sarah T  - Account Manager

23/03/2017Lovely account manager & great service

Return business customer. We have all our printing done here from 
Brochures to Letterhead, business cards etc. Kwik Kopy Central are fast, 
friendly and reliable. Never an issue and we have been using them for 
over 5 yrs.

 Providence Admin  - Administration Manager

21/04/2017Always Reliable and Efficient“ ”
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My company are always sending things to these guys short notice and last minute and the team 
are SO helpful. They have no idea how many times they have saved our hides in a sticky situation 
and for that I am so very grateful

 Ren001  - Executive Assistant

23/03/2017Excellent customer service

On time, every time. Quality work that keeps us going back again and again. We also appreciate 
the teams professional advice as it ensures our presentation documents are always ahead of any 
of our competitors.

 Kwik Kopy Central city customer  - GM Business Development

23/03/2017Exceptional Service......Every Time

KK cc were happy to offer a flat rate for our plan prining requirements. Their asssitance and 
turnaround services is fantastic.

 Hpfsyd  

23/03/2017Great customer service and printing

I had to reprint our company business cards as we were moving, Kwik Kopy turned this around in 
a very short space of time.  Very happy that they could accommodate our last minute request.

 LindyLoo  - Executive Administrator

21/03/2017Very quick turnaround

I frequently use Julie at Kwik Kopy and have no hesitation in recommending Kwik Kopy to others. 
I am relatively new to the marketing industry and Julie often provides her advice on how I can 
better improve my documents. I find the price, quality and turn around time to be competitive 
and the friendly service from all of the team to be above and beyond.

 Rach_Stanton  - Marketing Assistant

21/02/2017Above and beyond Service
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every experience I encounter with kwik kopy is always an extremely pleasant and speedy delivery!

 Rach14  - Executive Assistant

21/02/2017a+++ always awesome service

Kwik Kopy have been our go-to supplier for business cards and ‘with compliments’ slips for a 
number of years.  They are always fast and professional in delivering our orders.

 Courtz  - Head Of Operations

21/02/2017Very fast, professional printing!

We have been using Kwik Kopy as our standard printers for approx. 6 months and will continue 
to use them due to their friendly staff, quick service and helpful advice.

 Lucie  - Graphic Designer

21/02/2017Always very helpful

We are a regular customer of Kwik Kopy and are very satisfied with their service.  Quick, 
uncomplicated service!

 Vik2017  - Administration Assistant

21/02/2017Great Service!

I have organised different business card and brochures to be printed and always get fantastic 
service and great communication.

 DaniThomasMiller  - Legal Secretary

18/12/2016Great quality and quick turnaround
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Fast, professional service with a smile! Saved my meeting

 SydneyCorporate  - Associate Consultant

18/12/2016Best service

I made an order on Thursday afternoon and it arrived friday morning!!Beautiful quality and 
fantastic customer service.

 Sarah2056  - Administrator

18/12/2016Very fast!

Visited Kwik Kopy in Pitt street recently and the staff was excellent efficent and quick.

 Aland  - Chairman

8/12/2016Very good service

Caroline thank you for the service you provided! It was so easy to work with you - I simply 
emailed for a quote, sent over the artwork, took your advise on the style, and not long after the 
delivery arrived (early) at my office! Our name tags were ready to go, and looked great.

 Charlee  - Relationship Manager

8/12/2016Easy to work with and fast!

Caroline and the team at the Pitt Street Kwik Kopy are extremely helpful, understanding of 
last minute and ever changing requirements.Along with their friendly attitude, their service is 
excellent, prompt and of great quality. Delivery is also provided.

 Kwik Kopy Central city customer  - BDM Advisor

8/12/2016Excellent service
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Regular ‘urgent’ customer and Caroline is so amazing! She’s always so helpful and gets the job 
done every time and is always cheaper than our regular printer. Even when there was accounting 
issues from our side, she has been so great to deal with.

 Bec Fanning  - Marketing Manager

8/12/2016Love Caroline.

Caroline at Kwik Kopy Sydney is a pleasure to deal with and always goes above and beyond.

 Booking Leyne  - Office & Implementation Specialist

8/12/2016always fast and efficient service!

The Kwik Kopy team were very helpful and efficient in doing this task for me. It was a bit out of 
the ordinary, but the team were able to confirm quickly that it was possible to do and then did so 
within a matter of days. Their efficiency was much appreciated.

 Kanya  - Team Assistant

20/11/2016Scanning and Rebinding a large document

I have always been so impressed with the service I receive

 Scor  - Personal Assistant

18/11/2016Great Service

Great service, very efficient and professional. We urgently needed 
business cards printed, I was so impressed with the turnaround 
time and they were delivered to our door!!

 SuzyJ  - Business Consultant

8/12/2016Excellent Service“ ”
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I visited quick copy about a month ago, I am glad our company uses them. They overall have 
fantastic services and friendly staff. Would definitely recommend them.

 Bronte  - Administration Assistant

17/11/2016Great Service

Kwik Kopy have always been helpful, keen to assist prompt in their response to my questions and 
on time.

 Les A  - Chief Operating Officer

8/11/2016Prompt, polite, helpful and on time

I had a print job that needed to be turned round within a few hours and the friendly staff were 
committed to making this possible. Very impressed at the service.

 Gabb  - Business Manager

8/11/2016Great Service

Always a friendly and helpful team. KwikKopy has been very helpful in advising on my print 
requirements and delivering to tight deadlines.

 Lucie  - Graphic Designer

8/11/2016Great customer service and fast delivery

I used Kwik Kopy to make business cards a month ago. They had the office template and were 
quick and professional. Called when the cards were ready for pick up (with others in my office).  
Happy to recomomend!

 KathyF  - Communications Manager

8/11/2016Simple and Convenient
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I constantly call Julie at the very last minute due to the nature of our business. Not only is Julie 
always available to take my call but she always has a can do attitude and maintains a lovely 
bubbly personality. She is incredibly accommodating and I couldn’t imagine working with anyone 
else on this account.I wish more suppliers were like this.

 Missy Anderson  - Executive Assistant

31/10/2016Julie Lyons

Prompt and efficient service with speedy delivery of our business cards.  Friendly and helpful staff 
ensure a pleasant experience.

 LynneV  - Office Manager

30/10/2016Prompt and efficient service

I order all my small run artwork through Kwik Kopy Central City. I also have an excellent quick 
response on quotes and fast turnaround on delivery on artwork. Very happy customer.

 GUHealth  - Senior Graphic Designer

28/10/2016
Excellent customer service with quick turn-
around

I often require last-minute print jobs for work, with very short lead times. Brijesh at CentralCity 
KiwikKopy is always amazing to work with and makes every effort to meet our (often very tight) 
deadlines.

 Daria  

28/10/2016Fast turnaround times and excellent service

We usually place orders to be delivered on a time frame, they are always on time, even before 
you’re expecting them.

 Erick  - Assistant Manger

27/10/2016Great service, always on time
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All orders and contacts are put through Julie, who is always extremely friendly and helpful, and 
happy to help us meet deadlines

 Bbailey  - Admin Assistant

19/10/2016Exceptional Customer Service

I use Kwik Kopy for business printing - and it’s really as simple as emailing a quick request and 
letting them take care of the rest. I’ve compared print prices between providers from time to 
time, and Kwik Kopy are always competitive.

 Cchornby  - Marketing & Bd Manager

18/10/2016Easy, peezy.

Kwik Kopy CC (Caroline take care of all of our printing and publishing needs. Their customer 
service is fantastic, quite often going above and beyond to fix problems we weren’t even aware 
of and getting our printing delivered to us far sooner than we would have thought possible.

 OBPBailey  - Partner

18/10/2016Great customer service and response times

Julie at the Kwik Kopy Central Sydney centre has been really helpful in advising us on print 
requests and stock samples.

 Lucie  - Graphic Designer

18/10/2016Great customer service and advice

Return Customer of Kwik Copy Central. Always helpful, always on time.Pleasure to deal with.

 Providence Admin  

18/10/2016Great Prompt Service
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Great service. Easy transaction. Will go again for urgent fast turnaround jobs

 Nuggz  - EA

18/10/2016Excellent customer service

Julie at Kwik Kopy on Pitt Street has been a pleasure to work with. No job is ever too difficult 
and she always delivers on her promise. I ould definitely recommend Kwik Kopy to a friend or 
colleague.

 Taraliz20  - Senior Marketing Executive

3/10/2016Great service, always prompt!

Always ready to meet our business printing and posting requests. We always have confidence our 
reports will be with our creditors on time.

 Ddkhaa  

3/10/2016Great service!

Kwik Kopy can always turn around print jobs super quick and efficiently. We have never been 
disappointed. Thanks for all of your help!

 Alaine  - Communications Advisor

27/09/2016Always a pleasure working with Kwik Kopy

Great customer service, fantastic turn aroundalways keen to help

 Andres  - Food & Beverage Manager

27/09/2016Great customer service and quick turn around
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The customer service at Kwik Kopy is one of a kind- Julie Lyons (Pitt St) deserves a medal for her 
patience and flexibility. You have wonderful staff and produce an amazing product.

 PennyJ  - Office Manager

27/09/2016Kwik Kopy Customer Service

Very easy to put in orders and the response time from them is very past. I also receive my orders 
very efficiently.

 Liyana  - Client Care & Account Exec

22/09/2016Great service!

I am consistently pleased with the service at Kwik Kopy in Sydney. I run a number of events for 
LinkedIn, and sometimes requests can come in very last minute for name changes and design 
amends. Our AM is always happy to help out and ensure we aren’t stressed in times of havoc!

 Han Spanos  - Marketing

22/09/2016Impressive service for last minute event

Printing flyers at Kwik Kopy is a seamless and enjoyable process. I know most of the team from 
the branch near my office. They are friendly and great to work with. The flyers are always great 
quality. I appreciate the recommendations provided and the attention to detail that the team 
pays to our projects.

 Margaret  - Marketing Assistant

22/09/2016Fantastic service and quality of print

We always go to Kwik Kopy for all our printing needs, they have fast delivery 
and quick response to any of our enquiries. We love the customer service 
and the high quality of the products that they offer. Would never change 
suppliers!

 Carito  - Office Administrator

22/09/2016
Great products and affordable pric-
es!“ ”
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Always use kwik kopy. We have a great relationship with Caroline and she always delivers, quickly 
and gets us out of jail on many occasions. It’s great that they have a delivery man too..

 C Dodson  - Designer

22/09/2016Super Kwik

we utilise the Kwik Kopy services on a daily basis. It is super quick, easy and very professional.

 AshyB  - Paralegal

22/09/2016Impeccable service with a smile!

I needed printing done in a short timeframe. It was completed and delivered ahead of schedule. 
The contact at Kwik Kopy was helpful, clearly communicated status updates and was very 
professional. The overall service made my job easier.

 Jriley  - Proposal Manager

22/09/2016Great service and excellent commuication

I used Kwik Kopy to get some glossy covers printed. They were helpful and quick. I couldn’t 
believe how fast the turnaround time was and all I needed to do was give them a spreadsheet. 
Thank you. It made my life so easy.

 Naomi  - General Manager

22/09/2016Efficient & accurate service

I deal with Julie Lyons <Julie.l@centralcity.kwikkopy.com.au> at the B1, 70 Pitt StreetSydney 
store.  Every single encounter with her well exceeds my expectations on every level, customer 
service, timeliness and communication.  Thank you for all your help over the past year Julie, you 
are a gem! =)

 Rach14  - Executive Assistant

29/08/2016fantastic service, a+++
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I use Brijesh and his team and they are very accomodating and efficient and understand my 
needs, i know when i send something to them it will be perfect and its one less thing to worry 
about.

 Angela  - Marketing Manager

29/08/2016Excelent service and always efficient

I love using Kwik Kopy for all our event, and business needs. I am able to quickly request business 
cards, name tags, posters and get these delivered as soon as possible! The team are always such a 
pleasure to work with! Thank you!

 Ruby55  - Receptionist

18/08/2016Great Service!!!

Service was professional and very quick, new business cards delivered to the door within 48 hours

 Thomas  - Senior Manager-Project Development

18/08/2016Great Service by Caroline

Really quick, helpful and friendly service from Julie, we sent the documents over at short notice 
to be printed and they were back, delivered to our office in super quick time

 SarahW  - Business Devleopment Assistant

18/08/2016Fantastic Service, Julie is a STAR !!

Recently I contacted Kwik Kopy to do some urgent printing for me with only a few hours notice. 
Julie got straight onto it and had it ready in time for our Chairman. I always feel confident using 
Kwik Kopy for both service and quality.

 Bron  - Auction And Events Coordinator

18/08/2016Speedy reliable service
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We always work with Kwik copy and we’ve always received great service and excellent products.

 Lucia  - Trade Marketing Executive

2/08/2016Great service!

NSW Treasury has an ongoing relationship with Kwik Kopy - namely your sales manager Julie 
Lyons - for small, quick-turnaround print jobs.We have always found Kwik Kopy a delight to deal 
with their customer service excellent. Thanks so much to Julie for all her help over the last year 
that I have been working with her.

 Alaine  - Communications Adviser

22/07/2016Great service and always a quick turnaround

Brijesh and his team always go above and beyond and deliver every time! Whether we have a 
long or tight deadline they are willing to help us any way they can!

 Jess  - Marketing Assistant

21/07/2016Efficient and reliable service

We get our printing done by Kwik Kopy - 70 Pitt Street, Sydney. Our account manager is Brijesh. 
He is fantastic. He is always very thorough and offers us alternatives for the best options

 Bec83  - Receptionist

21/07/2016Great products and service

KwikKopy always meets our printing timelines and provides a consistently good product.

 Monevans  - Client Services Manager

21/07/2016Fantastic customer service
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I was impressed with the fast turnaround and price, it was also excellent service when my 
printing was delivered to my door without asking, saved me loads of time!

 Redders  - Communications Manager

21/07/2016Responsive and fast production

Good service, friendly, prompt and helpful in choosing the right outcome

 Hotham dd  - Analyst

21/07/2016Prompt service, good product / outcome

Every order I make with Kwik Kopy is completed well within my expectations and the customer 
service is great also.

 Rdinkha  - Personal Assistant

21/07/2016Quick and efficient

Called and emailed one day need product for the next. No problem.

 Buck  - Front Of House Manager

21/07/2016Fast turn around Superior Printing

The Kwik Kopy team have been so helpful at helping us meet crazy 
deadlines.They listen and understand our requirements.

 VanessaL  - Executive Assistant Manager

21/07/2016Amazing service“ ”
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Julie looks after our account and is always excellent. Prompt in response, accurate in interpreting 
updates, super fast turn around on products.

 Shelley  - Administration Assistant

21/07/2016We get all our business cards from Kwik Kopy

Since I have been working with Kwik Kopy, I have found them to be easy to deal with, friendly, 
prompt at replying to my requests and always having a high quality product ready when I need it.

 AmyB  - Office Manager

21/07/2016Prompt Service with High Quality Products

We deal with kwik kopy often for work and they have been quick and reliable most of the time.

 Ravie55  - Marketing Officer

21/07/2016Good and fast service



Contact us today to find out how 
we can help you.

www.centralcity.kwikkopy.com.au


